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This paper studies commutative bialgebras (graded or ungraded, over a 
field k of arbitrary characteristic) and their relationship to Lie coalgebras. 
In particular, if A is a commutative bialgebra then the vector space Q.4 = 
A +/(A + )’ (where A + is the augmentation ideal Ker E of A) inherits from A 
the structure of a Lie coalgebra. One of our aims is to consider what can be 
said about A if the Lie coalgebra QA is given. This involves a new treat- 
ment of Lie coalgebras K and their (universal) coenveloping coalgebras 
(denoted here UcK); the latter have the structure of commutative Hopf 
algebras. (Lie coalgebras have previously been considered in [An, An2, Mi, 
Nil; in the finite-dimensional case, Lie coalgebras and Lie algebras are just 
dual spaces of each other.) 
At prime characteristic we make an additional assumption on A, namely, 
that A be a r-bialgebra (also known as divided power bialgebra or 
bialgebra with divided powers). A r-bialgebra, by definition, is a bialgebra 
A such that, first, the underlying algebra of A has the structure of a 
r-algebra, that is, is commutative and has a sequence {yiJiaO of operators 
with properties like those which the operators .xbxi/i! have at charac- 
teristic 0 (the precise definition is given in (3.1) below), and second, the 
coalgebra operations are compatible with the operators yi. (At charac- 
teristic 0, r-bialgebra = commutative bialgebra.) r-bialgebras A have been 
studied [An, An2, GL, SC, Sj] in the case in which A = Ciao Ai is graded 
and connected (that is, A, = k), and have applications to algebraic 
topology (homology of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces) and commutative 
algebra (Tor of a local ring). The principal result on connected graded 
f-bialgebras, due to Andre [An2], says (in our notation) that a connected 
graded r-bialgebra A is isomorphic to the coenveloping coalgebra UcK of 
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the Lie coalgebra K = QrA obtained by taking the augmentation ideal of A 
module its divided power square. This generalizes a characteristic 0 result 
of Milnor and Moore [MM], and is known as the Milnor-Moore-Andre 
theorem (a shorter proof has been given by Sjiidin [Sj] for the special case 
where each Ai is finite dimensional, in which case the result can be 
rephrased in terms of Lie algebras and the duals of the enveloping 
algebras). 
Because of the hypothesis that A, = k, this result gives no information in 
the ungraded case. Ungraded r-algebras have been studied in [Ro, Ro2, 
Be, BO]. In this paper we shall amalgamate the definition of r-algebra in 
the graded and ungraded cases and introduce the study of r-bialgebras and 
Hopf r-algebras (these being, respectively, comonoids and cogroups in the 
category of r-algebras) in the nonconnected graded case (and thus in par- 
ticular in the ungraded case). As we shall show in this paper, there is a line 
set of examples; indeed, the Hopf algebra (UL)’ of representative functions 
on the enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra L, and more generally, the coen- 
veloping coalgebra UcK of a Lie coalgebra K, is a Hopf r-algebra, as is 
also its irreducible component of the identity. 
In Section 1 we shall give some preliminaries on cofree coalgebras, in 
particular on the cofree graded coalgebra TcV of a graded vector space V. 
In Section 2 we shall study TcV as a Hopf algebra, and shall show 
(Theorem 2.5) that the multiplication in TcV is obtained by taking exten- 
ded shuffle products. In Section 3 we shall show (Theorem 3.1) that TcV is 
a Hopf r-algebra and has an appropriate universal property for 
r-bialgebras. In Section 4 we shall study Lie coalgebras, taking as our 
definition the property of having a covering by an (associative) coalgebra. 
(This is dual to the definition of Lie algebras by embeddings in associative 
algebras [MM]. This way of defining Lie coalgebras corresponds to that 
used in [An2, Nil, and differs from that by identities used in [Mi]; as 
Michaelis has shown, Lie coalgebra in our sense is the same as locally finite 
Lie coalgebra in his sense.) We shall give in Lemma 4.3 an explicit descrip- 
tion of the elements in the coenveloping coalgebra UcK of a Lie coalgebra 
K, and shall use this to give a strikingly brief proof of the dual Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem. This result (Theorem 4.9) says that if we take the 
(descending) Lie filtration (defined in Section 4) on UcK, then the 
corresponding graded object Gr,UcK is canonically isomorphic, as Hopf 
r-algebra, to BK (also denoted TK), the free r-algebra on (the underlying 
vector space of) K. This result was known in two cases (each with a long 
proof), namely, in the connected (that is, K. = 0) graded case [An2], and 
in the ungraded characteristic 0 case [Mi, Mi2]. We remark that BK is 
also the cofree irreducible cocommutative coalgebra and can be realized as 
the symmetric elements in the shuffle algebra of K; at characteristic 0 it is 
isomorphic to the symmetric algebra of K. 
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In Section 5, we shall show (Theorem 5.3) that if A is a r-bialgebra, 
biA)i>o its descending filtration of r-powers of the augmentation ideal, 
and y’A/y*A = K = QrA the associated Lie coalgebra, then the canonical 
map [ of A to UcK (which is a r-bialgebra map by Sections 3 and 4) has 
kernel ni, 0 $A and image which is dense in the topology determined by 
the Lie filtration on UcK. In particular, [ induces a Hopf r-algebra 
isomorphism Gr,A gGr,UcK, where Gr,A denotes the graded 
r-bialgebra associated to the above filtration on A; thus, by the dual PBW 
theorem, Gr, A z BK, canonically, as Hopf r-algebras. This theorem has as 
an immediate consequence (Corollary 5.4) the Milnor-Moore-Andre 
theorem stated above, thus giving a new proof and generalization of that 
theorem. We shall also examine (in Section 5) the Lie algebra L = K*, 
embedding UL in A0 and relating the corresponding evaluation map 
p: A --f (UL)’ to c 
We shall leave to an appendix the case in which the characteristic is 2 
and there are (nonzero) odd elements. (Andre [An21 in effect excluded 
consideration of this case, and Sjodin [Sj] handled it in his case by 
introducing the notion of adjusted Lie algebra.) 
The results of the paper, as well as giving the N-graded case, apply to the 
h,-graded case; a more general hypothesis on the gradings could be for- 
mulated if desired. A sequel to the present paper will give a determination 
of the irreducible r-bialgebras. 
1. THE COFREE COALGEBRA TcV 
Throughout the paper k denotes a given field, and all vector spaces, 
algebras, etc., and all tensor products, are over k. All gradings are by N or 
by Z,. Also V denotes a vector space which after about one more page will 
be graded. (Of course the ungraded case is included by taking V = V,.) TV 
denotes the completion of the tensor algebra TV= C,, 2o T”V, that is, the 
algebra of all infinite formal sums a = u” + a’ + . . * where uj~ TJ’V. We take 
the usual topology on m, with a base of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of 
the sets 
F”m= {aETV~aj=O,j=O )...) n- l}, 
and also take the induced subspace topology on any vector subspace of m 
that we consider. 
We let (TcV, X) (where x is the canonical map rc: TcV --t V) denote the 
cofree coalgebra on V. For c E TcV we write co = EC, and for each n > 0 we 
define (using the notation of [SW] for comultiplication) 
cR=C ?TC(~)@ ... @7cC(,) (= (O”n)d.-,c). 
Cc) 
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Thus cn E T”V. Under the realization of TcV in [BL] as k[x]“,, c E TcV 
corresponds to the linear function f on the polynomial algebra k[x] with 
f(x”) = cn [BL, Theorem 2 with cp = n]. Therefore if C* = 0 for all n > 0 
then c = 0. Thus we may identify each CE TcI’ with the corresponding 
c”+cl + ... ET, and so have TcVcm 
From [BL] we have the following charaterization of elements TcV. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose a E TV. Then a E Tc V if and only if there exists (a 
necessarily unique) xi bi Q ci E TV@ m such that a”‘+” = xi 67 @ cy for all 
m, n 2 0; in this case C b,@ ci E TcVO TcV, and Aa = C bi@ ci. In par- 
ticular, if a E Tc V then 
a l?+ll- -2 a( I )m 0 a& (Vm, n B 0). 
(U) 
If D is a coalgebra and cp: D -+ V is a linear map, then (p denotes the 
(unique’ corresponding coalgebra map of D to Tc V such that rc(p = cp. By 
Theorem 2 of [BL] we have, for de D, 
(@d)’ = Ed, (WY’ = 1 rpdc,) 0 . . . 0 d,,, (n= I,2 ,... ). (1.1) 
(4 
We shall also need a criterion from [BL] for a subspace of TcV to be a 
subcoalgebra. Suppose { uj ( j E J} is a basis of V, and for j E J define Aj E V* 
by Ajui= 6,. Then operators Rj, Lj (Jo J) on TcV are defined by 
=C ((8’ l)@lj,)fi”> 
(1.2) 
=I (lz,@(@‘l))f”’ 
(where 1 denotes the identity map, in this case on V). Then Corollary 7 of 
[BL] says the following. 
LEMMA 1.2. A subspace D of Tc V is a subcoalgebra if and only if RjD v 
L,DcDfor alljeJ. 
Now suppose that V is graded (by which we mean graded by R4 or by 
h2), and let 1 VI denote the underlying ungraded vector space of V. We 
write 
CT”%= c vi, 0 ... 0 v,, rl+ ... +i,=r 
(TcV)~= {CETC (VI (Vn, c”E(yV)i} 
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(for subscripts in kJ or Z,, in accord with those for V). We let V* denote 
(as in [MM]) the graded vector space on Hom( V,,, k), regarded as a sub- 
space of Hom(lV/(,k)= IVl*. 
LEMMA 1.3. Ci(TcV)i is a subcoalgebra of Tc 1 VI, with the given 
grading, is graded as a coalgebra, and together with the restriction to it of R 
(also denoted Z) is a realization, denoted TcV, of the cofree graded coalgebra 
on v. 
Proof. Choose a basis (~~1 j E J> of V with each uj homogeneous and 
consider the associated operators Rj, Lj (jE J) on Tc 1 VI. If f E (TcV)~, jE .I 
and vi has degree r then 
Therefore C(TCV)~ is invariant under each Rj (and Lj) and so, by 
Lemma 1.2, is a subcoalgebra of Tc ( VI. Now if f E (TcV)~ then Af = 
1, g,@ h, where each g, and h, is homogeneous. We have 
Therefore the equality remains true if the summation is restricted to those 
indices s for which deg g, + deg h, = i. But then, by Lemma 1.1, Af = 
C g,@ h, for the sum over this restricted set of indices, and so our sub- 
coalgebra is graded as a coalgebra. It remains to prove the cofree property. 
If D is a graded coalgebra and cp: D + V is a graded linear map (that is, 
qDi E Vi for all i) we must show that (p (which maps D to Tc 1 VI ) satisfies 
‘pDi E (TcV)~. But this follows from (1.1). Q.E.D. 
Of course, if V = V, then TcV = Tc I VI. On the other hand, when the 
grading is by N, if VO = 0 and f E TcV thenf” = 0 for all sufficiently large n; 
more precisely, if f E (Tc V), then f m = 0 for all m > n. 
The above proof extends as well to give a graded version AO, c A:,,, of the 
coalgebra A”, constructed in [BL] (the case of TcV is that for which 
A = k[x]). A graded version of the dual coalgebra A0 of a graded algebra 
A (which we shall use in the parts of Sections 4 and 5 concerned with Lie 
algebras) can be obtained as the special case of AO, for which V= k is 
homogeneous of degree 1, or equivalently, as follows. Let A be an 
N-graded algebra and let IAJ denote the underlying ungraded algebra. 
Then the ungraded coalgebra IAl0 consists of all representative functions 
on (Al, that is, allfE(A(* for which there exists C,g,@hh,~IAI*@JAI* 
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(necessarily unique) such that f(ab) =x,(g,a)(h,b) for all a, be A. Let A0 
be the graded space 
AO= @ (JAJOnA,*). 
For any f 6 IA I0 and any i, let f, E A * be defined by La, = S,faj (aj E Aj). 
Suppose f EAt and df=C,g,@h, (E jAI”@lAIo). Then f(ab)=Cs 
C;= r(g,,,a)(h,,- ;b) for all homogeneous a, b E A, and hence Af = C, C;=, 
gs,i @ h,, ~ I. Essentially the same argument shows that if g E IA 1’ then each 
gi E IA ) ‘. In particular each g,,; and h,, _ i above is representative. Therefore 
A0 is a subcoalgebra of [AJo and is a graded coalgebra. We also have A0 = 
A* n IA]‘. If A is trivially graded, the present A0 coincides with the usual 
(ungraded) A’. (Our A0 generalizes the Ag of [SW], which was defined 
only in the locally finite case.) It can be seen that the present graded A0 = 
{f E A * ( Ker f ?a cofinite ideal}, where by a cofinite ideal we mean an 
ideal of finite codimension which, when A is graded, is assumed to be a 
graded ideal. 
If A is E,-graded, similar remarks apply; in this case, the Z,-graded A0 
consists of all of /A 1 O. 
For a coalgebra C or augmented algebra A we shall use the notation C+ 
(or A+), as in [SW], to denote Ker E. 
2. SHUFFLES AND TcV 
From now on V denotes a vector space which is allowed to be graded 
(by N or Z,) unless otherwise stated, and correspondingly, in the graded 
case, unless otherwise stated, all linear maps will be graded (homogeneous 
of degree 0), all twist maps r (and hence the definition of commutativity, 
tensor product of algebras, Hopf algebra, etc.) will obey the usual sign con- 
vention, and all algebras and coalgebras will be graded. 
Let A4, U, and S denote, respectively, the unique coalgebra map 
M: TcV8TcV-r TcV, U: k + TcV, and S: (TcV)OP --f TcV such that KM= 
rcQs+s@x, nu=O, and rcS= -rc, that is, M=x@s+~@n, u=O, and - 
S = --71. With these maps as multiplication, unit and antipode, TcV is a 
Hopf algebra (as is observed in the ungraded case in [Mi]). Indeed, to 
show that u is a unit map, it suffices to show that xM(u@ 1) = n = 
nM( 18 u); but &f(u @ 1) = rcu @ E + EU @ z = sk 8 R = x. Associativity 
similarly follows by a routine computation showing that nM(M@ 1) = 
xM( 10 M). Hence Tc V is a bialgebra. To show that S is an antipode, note 
that if c E TcV then 
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Also, if ~ETcV then (since AS= (SOS) zA) 
Therefore 
for all n > 0. Also E C d,, )SdC2) = Ed and so C d,, ,Sd,,, = u&d, and similarly 
for C(Sd,,,) d(,,, as desired. 
The above bialgebra structure on TcV can also be characterized by a 
useful universal property, as follows. Regard V as the augmentation ideal, 
with zero multiplication, of the corresponding augmented algebra k+ V. 
Let 7~’ denote the projection of k + V onto V, and E + n the map of TcV to 
k + V, CHE(C) + n(c). Then E + rt is an augmented algebra map, and the 
pair (TcV, E + 7~) is the cofree bialgebra on the augmented algebra k + V, 
that is, if H is a bialgebra and CT: H -+ k + V is an augmented algebra map 
(note that giving 0 is equivalent to giving a linear map of H+ to V 
vanishing on H+*) then there is a unique bialgebra map +: H + TcV 
(namely, $ =fi) such that C= (E + 71) $ (or equivalently, such that 
71’0. = @). Indeed II/ = fi preserves multiplication since n$M, = rr’oM, = 
n’M, + ,,( r~ @ a) = rc’~ 0 E + E @ n’o = xM( $ @ $), and $ preserves the unit 
since 7c*uH = 7~~fs.u~ = 0 = 7124. 
We rephrase in the following statement what has just been proved above. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. TcV, with the operations given above, is a Hopf 
algebra, and if H is any bialgebra and cp: H + V a linear map such that 
cp(k + (H+)*) = 0 then Cp: H + TcV is a bialgebra map and is the unique such 
map $I such that nl(l= cp. 
If H is also a Hopf algebra then (p also preserves antipode [SW, p. 811 
and ‘pS,= -cp. 
For v E V0 let e” denote 1 + v + v @ v + . . * E TT/. Also let G(TcV) denote 
the multiplicative group of grouplike elements of TcV. 
LEMMA 2.2. The map V,, + G(TcV), VW e”, is an isomorphism of the 
additive group of V, to G(TcV). 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.1 that e”E G(TcV) for UE V,. If 
gEG(TcV) and g’=v then g’=sg=l, g”+‘=gm@gl=o@ *.. @v 
(m + 1 times) and so g = e’. If V is graded by N, v E V. since g E TcV. If V is 
graded by E,, v E V, is forced by making the evenness of grouplikes part of 
their definition. The map u-e” is obviously bijective. If v, w  E V, then 
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rc(e”e’“) = n(e”) s(eU’) + s(e’) n(e”‘) = v + w, and since e”e” is grouplike, 
eveW=e”‘“. Q.E.D. 
We now determine an explicit formula for the multiplication in TcV. We 
first consider (TcI’)‘, the irreducible component of 1 = 1 + 0 + .. . in TcV, 
which we shall show is (a realization of) the shuffle algebra ShV. In the 
process we give a short new treatment of ShV, the main feature being that 
we start with what we know to be a Hopf algebra, namely, (TcV)‘. 
Note that the underlying coalgebra of (TcV)’ (together with the restric- 
tion of X) is the cofree pointed irreducible coalgebra on V, that is, if D is a 
pointed irreducible coalgebra and f: D + + V is linear then there is a uni- 
que coalgebra map f: D -+ (TcV)’ such that $1 D+ =f: This follows from 
the universal property of TcV together with the facts that the 
homomorphic image of a pointed irreducible coalgebra is pointed 
irreducible and that 1 is the unique grouplike g of Tc V with ng = 0. 
Moreover, under the identification of TcV with a subspace of m, 
(TcV)’ coincides with the subspace TV. To see this, note first that if 
VI ,..*, V,E V and OQ j<m we have 
(v,Q ..’ QvJ”= i (v,Q ... QV,)~Q(Vi+,Q.~~~ QV”)-j. 
i=O 
Hence, by Lemma 1.1, 
d(v, Q ... Qun)= i (v,Q ... QVi)Q(Vi,,Q ... QV”), (2.1) 
i=o 
and so TV (with this comultiplication) is a subcoalgebra of TcV. Now 
write C, = C;=. r‘V. We prove by induction that A”k = C, _ LA for n b 1. 
Suppose it holds for IZ. Recalling [SW, p. 1791 that A’+‘k= (A”k)Ak = 
(fETcVldf~A”k@TcV+TcV@k}, we see by (2.1) that C,cA”+‘k. On 
the other hand, if df~ C, _ i Q TcV + Tc V@ k then, for i > 0, 
so that YE C, as desired. Since (TcV)’ = IJ, /ink, we have (TcV)’ = TV. 
The multiplication in (TcV)’ is the shuflle multiplication, that is, we 
have (using the vector space identification of (TcV)’ with TV) 
M((v,Q ... Qv,)Q(v,+~Q ... Ov,))=p&*Q ... Ov,) (2.2) 
ti 
where $ ranges over all (r, n - v)-shuflles (that is, permutations of l,..., n 
preserving the order of l,..., r and of r + l,..., n) and, for any permutation Ic/, 
l)(v,Q ... Qv,)=v,$Q ... QV”ti, i*=*-‘i 
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(with, in the graded case, vi ,..., u, homogeneous and the appropriate power 
of - 1 inserted). That the multiplication M in (TcV)’ is indeed given by 
this formula may be seen (exercise) by expanding 
applying @ j(rr 8 E + E @ n) to the resulting expression, and using (1.1). 
It follows from Proposition 2.1 that (Tel’)’ is the cofree irreducible Hopf 
algebra on the augmented algebra k + V, where Vz = 0, and so coincides 
with what Newman and Radford [NR] denote by CH( V), for the case 
V* = 0 (I/ ungraded). The other cases of CH( V) considered in [NR] can 
be fit into our framework by replacing rc @ E + E @ n in the definition of M 
by n @ E + E 0 x + ~(7~0 n) where p is a multiplication map V@ V-t I/ 
making I’ into an associative (but not necessarily unital) algebra V,. We 
thus obtain a bialgebra Tel/,, and (TcV,)’ = CH( I’,). It can be shown that 
TcV, has an antipode if and only if V, equals its Jacobson radical. 
We now determine a formula for the multiplication in all TcV. 
LEMMA 2.3. If a E TcV then Au, regarded as an element of TV@ TV, 
equals CnaO A(a”) (where A(a”) is giuen by (2.1)); that is, 
c ac,,‘@ac2,“-‘= A(a”) (n>(l). 
(u),i<n 
Proof. Let p be the linear map 
p:mQv+ (TV)” x ‘, 
(This corresponds to a special case of the map p of [BL].) We have 
( 
P c ql)'Qq2)j 
(u),i+j=n ) 
(I, ml 
=6 
Also, with b = an, we have 
(p(Ab))U, m)= c bclJ’Qb(2)m = bltrn = ~,+,,,a”. (b) 
Since p is injective, as noted in [BL], this gives the result. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. If a E Tc V, m > 1, and n 3 0 then 
c a,,,“@ ... @a,,,,,‘m= A,_,(a”). 
(U),l, + ” + im = 12 
Let m denote the completed shuffle product, that is, ShV=m as a 
vector space, with multiplication given by (C a’)(C b’) = En C;+ sib”-” 
where here juxtaposition denotes the shuffle product. We now show that 
this also gives the multiplication in TcV. 
THEOREM 2.5. The multiplication A4 = IC 0 E + E 0 7~ in TcV coincides 
with that arising from ShV, that is, as an algebra TcV is a subalgebra of 
ShV. 
Proof: Suppose a, b E TcV. By (1.1) 
(abY= 0” (xO~+&@n) 1 (a~l~Ob~l,)O *.. @(a,,,Ob&. 
(a),(b) 
This expression depends only on 
c a(:,@ . . . @ a$,, 
(a),0 < iI,...,& G 1 
and the corresponding expression involving b. By Corollary 2.4, this 
expression involving a is a sum of certain components of A,- ,a’,..., 
A, _, un, and similarly for 6. Hence we do not change (ab)” if we replace a 
by xi<,, ai and b by xi<,, b’. Q.E.D. 
We remark that it follows that the multiplication in TcV coincides with 
the convolution product in Hom(k[x], ShV) where, as in [BL], TcV is 
identified with a subspace of Hom(k[x], TV), but now we are regarding 
the vector space TV as the algebra ShV and the vector space k[x] as the 
divided power coalgebra (that is, Ax” = C;= o xi @ xn - ‘). 
We now determine a formula for the antipode S in TcV. Let r’ denote 
the linear map on TV for which, for all n and u ,,..., u, E V, 
T’(U, @ ..’ 0 ult) = v, 0 . . @ v, (with the appropriate modification if V is 
graded). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. For every n and f E Tc V, 
(Sf)” = ( - 1)” r’(p). 
- Pro@ Since S= -rc where --n is regarded as a linear map from 
(TcV)“~ to V, it follows from (1.1) that 
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It follows from Corollary 2.4 that the right-hand side of this depends only 
on s”. But if b=u,Q .*. @u, then, by (2.1), (@“7c)A._,b= 
v,@ ... QV”. Q.E.D. 
One of the ways in which shuffle multiplication arises in coalgebra 
theory is shown in the next lemma. Suppose D is a coalgebra containing 
the grouplike element g, and decompose D as kg + D+. Let II/: k + D, 
cl-clg, and cp=l-$.zD-+D. For n>O and XED, define A,fx to be the 
component of A,x in D+ 0 . ..OD+.thatis,A,+=A,+cp=(O”+‘cp)A,. 
Thus A,+ =(lO *.. @l@A+)A,+_,, the comultiplication A+ (= A:) on 
D + is associative, and for x E D +, A,+ =x and A:x=Ax-g@x-xQg. 
We write gcfll for g @ . . . @g (n g’s). 
LEMMA 2.7. For n > 0 and x E D, 
A,,~=(g~“+~‘*&(x))+ i g[“-‘1-A+x 
i=O 
where . denotes the shuffle multiplication in TD. 
Proof Suppose the formula holds for n (this being true if n = 0) and 
apply (@“l)@A. Since Ag=g@g and Ay=g@y+y@g+A+y for 
YED+, the term gCn-i3* A+x goes to the sum of those terms of gCn-i+‘l. 
A,?x with one or two g’s in the last two positions plus the sum of those 
terms of g rneil . A,?+ 1x with no g in the last two positions. Summed over i, 
this gives the formula for n + 1. Q.E.D. 
The formula may also be written as 
A,x=((l +g+gc2’+ . ..).(~(x)+Ao+x+A.x+ . ..))“+I. 
that is, ix = eg. @ =@g . 1 - $6~ for all x E D. This may be seen to be 
equivalent to i =$ * 1 - I@ (the convolution product in Hom(D, TcD)). 
3. DIVIDED POWERS 
We show next that TcV is a Hopf algebra with divided powers, and has 
a universal mapping property analogous to that in Proposition 2.1. We first 
modify the definition of a Z-algebra as given in the graded case in [Ca, 
GL, An21 to extend the definition in the ungraded case used in [Ro, Ro2, 
Be, BO]. 
Let A be a commutative algebra (which at characteristic 2 is assumed to 
be strictly commutative, that is, a2 = 0 for all odd a E A). Also let IO = Z,(A) 
be a proper ideal of A,, and Z= Z(A) = IO + C,, o AZn ( = IO if the grading 
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is by Z,). By a system of divided powers on Z we mean a family yO, y1 ,... of 
mappings which attaches to each x E I a sequence yOx, y, x,... of elements of 
A satisfying 
Yob) = 13 YlX=X, 
(3.1.1) 
y”x~A,,,,, if XEA,, yjZo s Z, if j> 0; 
YAXY) = 0 
Y&Y) = x?n Y 
Yntx + Y) = 1 YiCx) Yj(Y)l (3.1.3) 
i+/=n 
if x, y are homogeneous of odd degree and n > 2; 
(3.1.4) 
if x, y are homogeneous of even degree and y E Z; 
(3.1.5) 
y,(y,(x)) = = 
m!(n!)m YmnX (3.1.6) 
We then say that A (or more precisely (A, I,) or (A, Z,, y)) is a divided 
power algebra, or Z-algebra. The notation xcil will also be used for y,(x). 
By taking I, =0 (resp. A = A,) we essentially get as a special case the 
notion of N-graded (resp. ungraded) Z-algebra studied by Cartan [Ca, 
Expose 71 and Andre [An21 (resp. Roby [Ro, Ro23, Berthelot [Be], and 
Berthelot and Ogus [BO, Chap. 31). (In [Ro, Ro2, Be, BO] the ground 
ring was not necessarily a field. In [Cal, axiom (3.1.6) was not actually 
made part of the definition, but was shown to hold under suitable 
hypotheses, and was sometimes assumed; in [An2], axiom (3.1.6) was not 
mentioned, but it appears that implicit use of it was made at one point in 
the proof in [An2], as will be noted below. Sjiidin [Sj], who refers to the 
definition of Z-algebra in [An2], also makes implicit use of (3.1.6) in using 
the freeness of the free Z-algebra. In [Ca, An21 the definition was modified 
at characteristic 2 to require that the yn be defined on all A, with m > 0 or 
equivalently that A = 0 for odd m; we are able to avoid this restriction (as 
did Sjijdin [Sj] in his case) with the assumption that the multiplication is 
strictly commutative (see the Appendix).) 
The name “divided power” is merited since, by axioms (3.1.1) and 
(3.1.2), n! y,,(x) = xn for all n 2 0. At characteristic 0, (A, IO) always has a 
(unique) Z-structure, namely, y,,(x) = x”/n!. At characteristic p, all yk are 
determined by yP. 
A (graded) algebra map cp: A + B of Z-algebras (A, I,,), (B, J,,) is called a 
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Z-algebra map if cpZ,,c .Z, and cp(a[‘]) = (cpa)[” for all i and all UEZ(A). 
The tensor product of Z-algebras (A, Z,,) and (B, Jo) is given by (A @ 43, 
I,, @ B, + A,, @ J,,) with its canonical Z-structure determined by using the 
relations x@y=(x~l)(1@y)=(1@y)(x@1) together with (3.1.3b 
(3.1.5); the canonical maps A + A @B and B + A @B are Z-maps (the 
proof of the existence of this Z-structure in [Ro] makes use of an extra 
assumption on Z, and Jo, namely, that they have complementary sub- 
algebras; however, in our case, since we are assuming that the base ring is a 
field, the existence proof in [Cal goes through). We take as the Z-structure 
on the base field k (= k,) the trivial Z-structure, with I,, = 0. 
With the above coproduct (namely, tensor product) and initial object 
(namely, k) in the category of Z-algebras, we may define the categories of 
Z-algebra comonoids and Z-algebra cogroups, the objects of which we call, 
respectively, Z-bialgebras (or divided power bialgebras) and Hopf 
Z-algebras (or Hopf divided power algebras). Thus a Z-bialgebra (resp. 
Hopf Z-algebra) is defined to be a Z-algebra (A, I,) which is 
simultaneously a bialgebra (resp. Hopf algebra) such that A and E (resp. A, 
E, and S) are Z-maps (in particular, Z, is a bi-ideal, resp. Hopf ideal; given 
that I0 is a bi-ideal, E is automatically a Z-map). In [An2, Sj] N-graded 
Z-bialgebras for which I, = 0 were studied (essentially just for the connec- 
ted case A, = k). It appears that the ungraded case (or the graded case with 
I0 # 0) has not been previously studied. 
We now recall the Z-structure on ShV, combining the cases considered 
by Roby CR021 ( V ungraded, I0 = V + V@ V + *. .) and Andre [An21 ( V 
graded, I, = 0). Let I/ be graded. In the Hopf algebra A = (TcV)’ = ShV we 
take 
Zo=A,+=Vo+Vo/o?‘,,+~~~ 
(thus A,, = k + IO, and I, is a Hopf ideal of A,). Then A has a Z-structure, 
determined by 
YAUl Q ... Quj)=~u(@“(ulQ ... QUj)) (3.2) 
(for homogeneous u i ,..., uj E V such that or 0 **. Q uj E I) where the sum- 
mation is over all (j,..., j)-shuffles u for which a(j) < o(2j) < . . . < c(nj). 
(These shuffles give a set of representatives for the left cosets in the sym- 
metric group of the subgroup of permutations of {l,..., rrj} which permute 
the n blocks of length j and the elements within them. In particular, 
y,u = 0” v.) A proof that A is a Z-map is indicated in [An2, pp. 26-271. 
If A is a Z-algebra we denote the divided power square of A+ by y*A, 
that is, 
y*A=A+A++spanof (y,xIxeZ(A),n32}. 
481/96/l-19 
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THEOREM 3.1. There exists a unique r-structure on (TcV, (TcV),+) which 
agrees on ShV with the r-structure given above and is such that each y,, is 
continuous. With this r-structure, TcV is a Hopf r-algebra and has the 
following universal property: if H is a r-bialgebra and rp: H --+ V a linear 
map such that cp(k + y*H) = 0 then the bialgebra map (p is also a r-map. 
Proof: Suppose a = a’ + . . . E (Tc V)j+ where j is even. For s 2 1 write 
tsa=al + .*. + as. Then for the sequence of divided powers on ShV 
described above we have, for n B 1, 
The summand displayed on the right side is in (T/V), where I= m, + 
2m,+ ‘.. + sm,. Therefore replacement of s by any larger integer does not 
affect terms contained in 7”V+ . . * + TV. Hence lim, _ o. ~,(&a) is defined 
(in TV); we set y,a equal to this limit, a definition which is forced by the 
conditions of agreement on ShV and continuity, thus giving uniqueness. 
We now show that y,a E Tc V. Let da = C;=, bi 0 ci; we may assume for 
each i that bi is homogeneous, bi = 1, or bi E Ker E and similarly for ci, and 
(since &a= 0) that either bi# 1 or ci# 1. In what follows, if ci= 1 we 
replace ym, ci by c? and by by y,, b;. We claim, for all s, t 2 0 and n > 1, that 
(?,a) 
S+f- 
- 1 (b’;l... b?)“O (ym,cl . ..Y.,,,c,)‘; 
ml,+ “. +m,=n 
here any summand containing an undefined factor ym,ci with mi > 2 and ci 
(and hence also bi) of odd degree is regarded as being 0 (which is in accord 
with (3.1.4)). It suffices to show this with each a, b,, ci replaced, respec- 
tively, by &+,a, t,,, ,, b- S,+!ci, and so it suffices (by Lemma 1.1) to show 
that 
where the superscript s@ t denotes the component in T”V@ TrV. But 
(d~,5,+,a)“~“=(~,dr,+,a)“~“= yn i ts+tbiOts+rCi 
> 
scat 
i=l 
which proves the claim. It then follows from Lemma 1.1 that y,a~TcV. 
Properties (3.1.1)-(3.1.6) in TcV are obtained from the corresponding 
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properties in ShV by restriction to partial sums, and similarly for 
y,A = Ay,. In the same manner, that S is a f-map on TcV follows from the 
fact that S is a f-map on ShY; the latter fact may be proved from the for- 
mulas for S (Proposition 2.6) and yn(oI @ . . * @ uj) (see (3.2)). 
It remains to prove, under the given hypotheses, that @ is a f-map. Since 
the tensor product of r-maps is a r-map, 10 *** @ 1 @A (where A 
denotes AH) is a r-map and hence each Aj is a r-map. Now suppose 
x E I(H) with x homogeneous. By Lemma 2.7, for s B 1, 
As-,x= i lcs-“.Ai--l+x, 
i= 1 
which when expanded we can write as C;= i xjiO . .. 0 xjs where for each j 
and i, xii is homogeneous and either x,~ = 1 or Xji E H+. We have 
Since cp(k+ y*H+)=O, the product on the right is annihilated by 0” cp 
unless the nonzero Zi are 1 and for each j= l,..., s there is exactly one pair ij 
for which li = 1 and X~E H+. A factor with exactly t tensorands in H+ 
comes from a summand of 1 [‘-‘I . A, _ 1 +x. It follows that 
= C ((px)4.. . (qjx)‘E 
where the summations are over all i1 ,..., i, such that i, + . . * + i, = s and 
i, < .*. <in. Hence Cpy,x depends only on Cpx and n, but not on H or cp, 
and so remains the same if H is replaced by TcV, x by Cpx, and cp by 7c (and 
hence @ by 1). Therefore Cpy,x = y,+x. Q.E.D. 
We shall need to consider bigraded vector spaces (and algebras, 
coalgebras, etc.). By a bigraded vector space we mean a vector space W 
such that W = @ W, for subspaces W, where every i E N and either every 
j E N or every j E Z, (for j E N, our W, corresponds to Wi,j_ I in the 
notation of [MM]. By the second index grading of W we mean that 
obtained by setting Wj = xi, o W,. If I’ is graded we regard TV as being 
bigraded with (TV), = ( r’V)j. If I’, W are bigraded with the same kind of 
second index grading (that is, both by N or both by Z,), the twist map 
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r: V@ W -+ W@ V is the same as that for the second index gradings of 
V, W. If W is graded and W= Eo Wz F’ W? . . . is a descending filtration of 
W, then the associated bigraded vector space is 
Gr W= @ (Gr W), 
where (Gr W),= (F’W/F’+’ W)j. 
By a bigraded Z-algebra (A, I,) we mean a bigraded algebra A such that 
(A, Z,) is a graded Z-algebra with respect to the second index grading on 
A, Z, is homogeneous with respect to the bigrading, and y,x E A,,j, for all 
i, j, m and x E Z,. If a is a graded Z-algebra and FA = { F’A Ii, 0 is a 
descending filtration of A (and hence y,,,x~Fm’A for all i, m and 
x E In F’A) then Gr A is a bigraded Z-algebra, with 
y,(x + F’+ ‘A) = y,x + F”‘+ ‘A for XEZ~F’A; 
this is well defined since if y E Zn F’+ *A then 
Ymtx + Y) = Ymtx) + 1 Yjtx) Ym-j(Y) E Y~z(~) 
/cm 
+ 1 (Fj’A)(F’“- ‘)( “+‘)A)G~,Jx)+Z++~A. 
.i < m 
In particular, consider TcV with the filtration FTcV= {a E TcV( 
ao+ . . . +an-‘=O}. Th is is a Hopf Z-algebra filtration, compatibility with 
comultiplication (resp. multiplication, antipode, y,,) following from 
Lemma 2.3 (resp. Theorem 2.5, Proposition 2.6, the proof of Theorem 3.1). 
We may identify F”Tc V/F + ‘TcV with TV and thus identify Gr TcV with 
ShV (previously identified with TV as a vector space) as bigraded Hopf 
Z-algebras. 
We construct a filtration on an augmented Z-algebra A which replaces 
the augmentation filtration (and coincides with it at characteristic 0). For 
n 2 0 we let y”A be the span of 
(where y,x denotes x if x 6 I). Thus in particular y”A = A, y’A = A+, and 
y2(A) is as defined above. We omit the straightforward proof of the follow- 
ing result. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf A is an augmented r-algebra (respectively r-bialgebra, 
Hopf r-algebra) then yA = {y”A},., is a (descending) filtration of A as a 
r-algebra (resp. r-bialgebra, Hopf r-algebra). 
We let QrA denote the vector space A+/y’A. This is denoted by QA in 
[An2], but we reserve the notation QA for A+/(A+)2 as in [MM]; of 
course at characteristic 0 we have QrA = QA. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose H is a filtered bialgebra (respectively Hopf 
algebra, r-bialgebra, Hopf r-algebra) with descending filtration JH = 
{J”Hh where PH = H, J’H = H+. If q: H + V is a linear map such that 
cp(k + J*H) = 0 then, for all n, @( J”H) E FTcV; also @ is a bialgebra (resp. 
Hopf algebra, r-bialgebra, Hopf r-algebra) map. 
Proof For the first statement, it suffices to show that 
(@“q)A,-,(J“H)=O for m<n. But 
(0” rp)d,-,(J”H)c c cp(J”H)@ ..* @q(JimH). 
il+ ... +i,=n 
Since m < n, if i, + a. * + i, = n then some ii > 2 and cp( JGH) E q( J*H) = 0. 
The final statement holds by Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 since 
J’H= H+ implies that J*H contains H+* and (in the r-algebra case) y*H. 
Q.E.D. 
4. LIE COALGEBRAS AND THEIR COENVELOPING COALGEBRAS 
Throughout this section and the next, we assume that either the charac- 
teristic x # 2 or if x = 2 then all degrees are even; the excluded case will be 
treated in an appendix. 
If C is a coalgebra, we get a coalgebra (in the sense of having a com- 
ultiplication but not requiring coassociativity or a counit), which we 
denote by CC-I, by taking C to be the underlying vector space and defin- 
ing comultiplication by 
[d]=(l-r)d:C+CQC. 
We define a Lie coalgebra to be a coalgebra (K, 6) (not necessarily 
coassociative or counital) for which there is a coalgebra C (coassociative 
and counital) and a surjective coalgebra map w:.C- ’ + K. Thus a Lie 
coalgebra is a (graded) vector space K and linear map 6: K --) K @ K for 
which there is a coalgebra (C, d, E) and surjective linear map w: C -+ K 
such that 60 = (o 0 w)( 1 - r) A. This, the dual analogue of the definition 
of a Lie algebra by embedding in A-, as given in [MM], is the definition 
of Lie coalgebra given by Andre [An21 and also used by Nichols [Nil. As 
in [An21 we call any pair (C, o) with the above properties a cover of K. 
There is another definition of Lie coalgebra, given by (co)identities, which 
is a dual form of the definition of Lie algebras by identities; this definition 
was given in [An] and [Mi]. It has been proved by Michaelis [Mi] that, 
unlike the Lie algebra case, the definition by identities is actually more 
general than that by covers. (However, the classes of coenveloping 
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coalgebras UcK are the same in the two cases.) He has also proved (as a 
consequence of Ado’s theorem for Lie algebras and the local finiteness 
(Fundamental Theorem) of coalgebras) that (K, 6) is a Lie coalgebra, in 
the sense of having a cover, if and only if it is a Lie coalgebra in the sense 
of satisfying the identities and is locally finite (that is, its finitely generated 
Lie subcoalgebras are finite dimensional). It may be noted that, conversely, 
Ado’s theorem is an easy consequence of (the “if’ part of) Michaelis’ 
theorem and the local finiteness of coalgebras. It follows from Michaelis’ 
theorem that subcoalgebras of Lie coalgebras (in our sense) are themselves 
Lie coalgebras (in our sense). 
A cover (C, o) of a Lie coalgebra (K, 6) is called a universal cover, or 
coenveloping coalgebra, of K if for any coalgebra D and Lie coalgebra map 
cp: DC- ] + K there is a unique coalgebra map 8: D + C such that we = cp. 
Coenveloping coalgebras satisfy the obvious uniqueness property. 
If K is a Lie coalgebra we let TcK denote the cofree coalgebra on the 
underlying vector space of K, and similarly for ShK and, later, BK. We say 
that an element f in TcK has the Lie property if 
(1 -r)(7c@71)Af=87c~ thatis, (l-z)f2=6f’. 
Let UcK be the (unique) largest subcoalgebra of TcK contained in the set 
of all elements with the Lie property. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If D is a coalgebra and cp: DLp ] -+ K is a Lie 
coalgebra map then CpD c UcK. Moreover UcK together with the restriction 
of 7c to UcK (also denoted 7~) is a coenveloping coalgebra of K. 
Proof: That rc: (UcK)- + K is a Lie coalgebra map follows from the 
fact that the elements of UcK have the Lie property. We have CpD c UcK 
since, for d E D, 
Gncpd=6qd=(q@cp)(l-z)Ad=(l-z)(cp@cp)Ad 
=(l -z)(n@x)(@@(p) Ad=(l -T)(x@x) A@d. 
Hence Cp, with codomain restricted to UcK, is the unique coalgebra map 
8: D + UcK such that rc8 = cp. Finally, lrUcK= K since by definition K has 
a cover (C, o) with w  surjective, and ~0 = w. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If K is a Lie coalgebra then UcK is a sub Hopf 
r-algebra of TcK (with Z,(UcK) = (UcK),+ ). 
ProoJ If f, g E TcK have the Lie property then so does fg. Indeed we 
have Sf’ = (1 - r) f *, 6g’ = (1 - z) g2, and, by Theorem 2.5, 
fg= (Ef)(&g)+ ((Ef) g’+f l(eg))+ ((Ef) g*+s lg’ +f2(eg))+ ..’ 
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and hence 
w# = (ES) k’ + (+?I hf’ 
=(&f)(l--z) g2+(~g)(l--z)f2=(l -~wk)2 
since the shuffle productf’g’ is symmetric. IffE I(UcK) and n >, 0 then r,f 
has the Lie property since (y,j)’ = 0 = (r,f)’ if n > 2, and (y2f)’ = 0 and 
(~~f)~ = ylfl is symmetric. Iff has the Lie property then so does Sf since, 
by Proposition 2.6, 
Therefore the sub S-invariant r-algebra of TcK generated by UcK is a sub- 
coalgebra all of whose elements have the Lie property, hence equals UcK. 
Q.E.D. 
Let (K,6)beaLiecoalgebra.ForaETcK,n>OandjwithO~j~n-l, 
we consider the following condition (we write 1” in place of 0” 1): 
(1~~6~1”-‘-‘)a”=(l’~(l-z)~l”-‘-~’)a”+’. (4.1) 
We call a E TcK Lie-symmetric if a satisfies (4.1) for all n, j. Notice that the 
case n = 1, j = 0 is the Lie property of a. 
LEMMA 4.3. UcK equals the set D qf Lie-symmetric elements of TcK. 
ProoJ To show that D c UcK it suffices to show that D is a sub- 
coalgebra. Let (vi1 jc J} be a basis of K, and consider the associated 
operators Rj,Lj (jEJ) defined in (1.2). If UED, ieJ, n>l, and O<j< 
n-l we have 
=(1’~(1-2)~1”-‘-‘)(1”+‘~~i)u~+2 
=(ljo(l-r)oln-l-‘)(R. )n+l ra . (4.2) 
Thus R,u E D, and similarly Liu E D. Therefore, by Lemma 1.2, D is a sub- 
coalgebra, and D c UcK To show that UcK c_ D, suppose for some n 2 1 
that (4.1) holds for every a E UcK and for all j, 0 d j < n - 1 (this is true for 
n = 1 by the Lie property). Suppose a E UcK and 0 < j < n. To show that 
(4.1) holds for n + 1 in place of n, it suffices, when j< n - 1, to show, for 
each i E J, the equality of the result of applying (1” + 1 @ Ai) to the two sides. 
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But the equality is given by (4.2) since Ria, being in UcK, satisfies (4.1) for 
n. In case j = n, a similar argument, using L, instead of Ri, gives the result. 
Q.E.D. 
We give some definitions and notation, in which V continues to be a 
(graded) vector space. We say that f E TcV is symmetric if each f” is sym- 
metric (of course in the graded sense if V is graded). We make the vector 
space V into a Lie coalgebra, which we denote by [V], by taking S = 0; 
this has a cover (k + V, o) with 1 E k grouplike, the elements of V 
primitive, and w  the projection on V. By Lemma 4.3, V (identified as before 
with a subspace of TcV) is contained in Uc[ V]. We call a Lie coalgebra 
with 6 = 0 abelian. 
We write CcV for the cofree cocommutative coalgebra on V, regarded as 
the sum of all cocommutative subcoalgebras of TcV; the canonical map to 
V is the restriction of n, which we also denote by 7~. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Cc V = Uc[ V] = {f E Tc VI f symmetric}. In par- 
ticular, Uc[ V] is cocommutative, and CcV is a sub Hopf r-algebra of TcV, 
Proof: Uc[V]={f~TcVlf symmetric} by Lemma4.3. That CcV= 
(f E TcV( f symmetric} was proved in [BL] for V ungraded and the proof 
there remains valid in the graded case when the sign convention is taken 
into account. Q.E.D. 
Let {x~}~~,u { Y,}~,~ be a basis of the vector space V, where Zand J are 
ordered, each xi is even homogeneous, and each yi is odd homogeneous. 
Recall that ysxi= 0” xi, and . denotes shuflle product. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let the basis of V be as above. Then 
(ye,xi; ... ~yesxi; yj; .*. . yj,Ii,< ... <i,;j,< ... <j,; 
em>, 1 (m= l,..., s); s, t ZO} (4.3) 
is a basis of the space of symmetric elements of TV. 
Proof: It is easy to see that these elements are symmetric and linearly 
independent. To see that they span, note that in a symmetric tensor all the 
(noncommutative) tensor monomials with the same multiplicities for the 
xls and yj’s have the same coefficient up to an appropriate sign, no yj can 
have multiplicity > 1, and the sum of these monomials (each times the 
appropriate sign) is one of the desired shume products. Q.E.D. 
The intersection (Tc V)’ n Cc V = Sh V n Cc V is an irreducible cocom- 
mutative Hopf Z-algebra. This is obviously the unique maximal cocom- 
mutative subcoalgebra of ShV. In the ungraded case, Sweedler [SW] 
denotes this SV; we use the same notation in the graded case. 
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COROLLARY 4.6. The cofree pointed irreducible cocommutative coalgebra 
BV on V is (realized as) the sub Hopf r-algebra of ShV consisting of all the 
symmetric elements of Sh V. The set displayed in (4.3) (obtained from a basis 
of homogeneous elements of V) is a basis of BV. 
The free r-algebra on V (see [Ro, SC, GL, BO]) is often denoted TV. 
This is isomorphic to the r-algebra of divided power polynomials in a 
basis (of homogeneous elements) of V [GL] (we allow generators of 
degree 0, and we allow gradings by Z,). Since the monomials correspond 
to the elements displayed in (4.3), we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.7. BVEIV as r-algebras; more precisely, the canonical 
map of IV to BV determined by the inclusion map of V into BV is a 
f-algebra isomorphism. 
We identify BV with TV via this map. Writing 
V(odd)= 1 Vi, V(even)= 1 Vi, 
i odd i even 
we also see that BVZ B( V(even)) Q B( V(odd)) as Hopf r-algebras, and 
that B( V(odd))zE( V(odd)), the exterior algebra on V(odd). 
COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose k is algebraically closed, and let G denote the 
group of grouplikes of TcV. Then the linear mapping 
BV@kG-tCcV, bQg-bg (bEBV, gcG) 
is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras; in particular, CcV has a basis 
(z~e”=z+z*v+z~(vQv)+ .-.lz~Z, VE V,} 
where Z is the basis of BV of (4.3). 
Proof Write W=CizO Vi. Since right adjoint functors preserve 
products, the canonical map Cc V,, 6 Cc W + Cc( V, 0 W) induced by 1 @ E 
and E @ 1 is an isomorphism (of Hopf algebras; it can be seen by compos- 
ing with projections that this product map equals the bar of 
K( 10 E) $ rr(e @ 1)). It follows from the definition of multiplication in TcV 
that this map sends tensor products to products. Since W,=O, (Tc W), L 
(ShW),+ ... +(ShW), for all m, TcWzShW, and CcW=BW. (If V is 
Z,-graded then W = V, and again Cc W = B W, by reduction to the case W 
finite dimensional and use of Lemma 4.5.) By Theorem 8.1.5 of [SW], 
(Cc V,,)’ @ kG(Cc V,) 2 Cc V, by a Hopf algebra isomorphism sending 
tensor products to products. But (CcV,)‘= BV, and G(Ccl/,)=G= 
{e” 1 v E VO} by Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D. 
If k is not algebraically closed, the above holds for the cofree pointed 
cocommutative coalgebra in place of CcV. 
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Suppose K is a Lie coalgebra. We define a descending filtration LUCK = 
{L”UcK},,o, called the Lie filtration, on UcK by taking, for n 3 0, 
L”UcK = (F’TcK) n UcK (= faEUcKla’=O, i<n}). 
Since FTcK is a filtration of TcK as a Hopf r-algebra, it follows that LUCK 
is a filtration of UcK as a Hopf r-algebra. We remark that (with A the 
wedge function of [SW]) FTcV=A”-‘(F*TcV) for n22 (and F*TcV= 
(Ker s)n Ker rc)) and hence L”UcK=/i”-‘(L*UcK) for n 22 (and 
L2UcK= (Ker E) n (Ker x) for the E, 71 of UcK). We denote the (bi)graded 
Hopf r-algebra corresponding to LUCK by Gr,UcK. We recall that we 
have identified Gr TcV with ShV. 
We now give a dual version of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. 
Suppose K is a Lie coalgebra and let z denote the inclusion map of UcK to 
TcK; we have ZLWCKE FTcK and hence Gr I: Gr,UcK -+ Gr TcK is 
defined. 
THEOREM 4.9. Gr I: Gr,UcK-+ Gr TcK= ShK has its image equal to 
BK, and with its codomain restricted to BK, Gr 1: Gr,UcKEBK, an 
isomorphism of (bi)graded Hopf r-algebras. 
Proof: If a E L”UcK then by the Lie-symmetry of a (Lemma 4.3), a” is 
symmetric. Hence Gr r(Gr,UcK) G BK. It is obvious that Gr I is injective 
and a bigraded Hopf r-algebra map. We have K E Gr z(Gr,UcK) because 
n(UcK) = K and 1 E UcK. But K generates BK as a r-algebra and hence 
BKc Gr r(Gr,UcK). Q.E.D. 
We now discuss briefly the relationship between Lie algebras and Lie 
coalgebras. By an envelope of a Lie algebra we mean a pair (A, 0) where A 
is an algebra and 0 is an injective Lie algebra map of L into the Lie algebra 
A - associated with A. If (K, 6) is a Lie coalgebra, with a cover (C, o), then 
it is easy to see, by dualizing the defining diagram of a cover, that the dual 
space K*, with multiplication the restriction to K* @ K* of 6*, is a Lie 
algebra (obviously independent of the choice of cover) and that (C*, w*) is 
an envelope of K*. Starting with a Lie algebra L we now construct a Lie 
coalgebra Lo. (The reader is warned that, just as our notion of Lie 
coalgebra is more restrictive than that of Michaelis [Mi], our definition of 
Lo differs from that given (for the ungraded case) by him. We shall see 
below that our Lo equals the locally finite part Lot LR of Lk, where we 
denote Michaelis’ construction by LL .) 
Let q: L -+ UL be the canonical injection. We define 
LO = ff*(( UL)O), 
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and denote by u” the map rl* with its domain restricted to (UL)’ and its 
codomain to Lo. Thus if L is regarded as a subspace of UL, Lo consists of 
the elements of L* which can be extended to representative functions on 
UL. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. If L is a Lie algebra then there exists a unique Lie 
coalgebra structure (Lo, 6) on Lo such that (( UL)‘, 1’) is a cover. For 
x, YEL anduEL’, 
64x63 y) =4x, ~1. 
If A is an algebra and 8: L + A- is a Lie algebra map then tI*(A’) G Lo, and 
8* JAo, with codomain restricted to Lo, is a Lie coalgebra map. 
Proof To prove the first assertion it suffices to show (for the d in 
(UL)‘) that (q” 0 q”)( 1 - z) d(ker q”) = 0. If f E (UL)’ and x, y E L we have 
((?"O~o)(l-~)df)(xO~) 
= ;) (1 -wfo,B?"/,2,)) (XOY) ( 
= Z) {f&lx)fdrY) -f~2)(vh(rlY)~ 
=f(wy -?Yv)=f(?Cx, Yl), 
which equals 0 if q”f = 0. This also proves the second assertion, since 
S(q’f) = (~‘0 q”)( 1 -T) df: Finally, if A, 9 satisfy the hypotheses and 
8: UL + A is the corresponding algebra map, then f E A0 implies that 
O*f = q*6*f E Lo. The final assertion holds since f3* 1 A~ = rl”Bo. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.11. If L is finite dimensional then Lo = L*. 
Proof Since A0 = A* if A is finite dimensional, this follows from the 
last sentence of the proposition and the Ado-Iwasawa theorem (that 
theorem also holds in the graded case-see [Rs]; the characteristic 2 case 
can be included in [Rs] with the use of the PBW theorem at characteristic 
2 [MM, %I). 
It also follows from the last sentence of the proposition that if (T: L --f M 
is a Lie algebra map then a*i@ 5 Lo, and hence we have a functor ( )‘: 
Lie Alg + (Lie Coalg )Op. It can be show that this is left adjoint to the 
functor ( )*: Lie CoalgoP -+ Lie Alg. 
We now give an intrinsic characterization of the elements of Lo. We 
remark that Michaelis [Mi] has shown that Loc(LR) = (f E L* 1 Ker f 
contains a cofinite ideal of L}. 
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PROPOSITION 4.12. Lo = { f E L* 1 Ker f contains a cofinite ideal of L }. 
Proof: Suppose f = q”h for some h E (UL)“. Then there exists a colinite 
ideal J of UL with hJ = 0. Therefore {x E L 1 qx- E J} is a cotinite ideal of L 
annihilated by J Conversely, suppose f E L* and J is a colinite ideal of L 
such that fJ = 0. Then f induces g E (L/J) *. By the Ado-Iwasawa theorem, 
L/J has a faithful finite-dimensional module M; let p denote the 
corresponding representation of U(L/J). We may regard L/J as a subspace 
of End A4. Then g extends to a linear functional h on End M, and 
hp E U(L/J)‘. Let 19 denote the composite map L -+ L/J + U(L/J). Then 
f= 0*(hp), and soft Lo. Q.E.D. 
Michaelis has shown (in the ungraded case) by using adjoint functors 
(part of the proof is given in [Mi]) that if L is a Lie algebra then (UL)“r 
Uc(LR) as Hopf algebras. He has also shown that Uc(L&) = Uc(Loc LR); 
thus (UL)‘z Uc(L’). We now give a different proof of the latter fact, 
together with a useful formula. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let L be a Lie algebra and let q denote the canonical 
injection L + UL. Then p: (UL)’ + Uc(L’) is an isomorphism of Hopf 
algebras. Moreover 
6-9(x1 0 **. ox,)=f((vlxl)‘.. (qx,)) 
for all f E (UL)‘, n 2 0, and x1 ,..., x, E L. 
Proof: We have q”k = 0 since q”sVr. = .s,,q = 0. Also q’(((UL)‘)+)‘= 0 
since if d,fe(UL)’ and d(l)=f(l)=O then qO(d*f)x=(d*f)(qx)= 
d( 1) f(x) + d(x) f( 1) = 0 for all x E L. Hence p is a Hopf algebra map by 
Proposition 2.1. For f E (UL)’ and x, ,..., x, E L we have 
(F!f )7x, 0 ... Ox,) = 1 (GCf(,,O .*. OtlYf&(x, 0 ... 8x,) 
(f) 
since f is a representative function. It follows from this result that $r is 
injective. For a E Uc( Lo) we define a’ E ( UL)* by 
a’((qx,)...(qx,))=a”(x,@ ... Ox,) (x1 ,..., x,EL). 
This is well defined, since if x1 ,..., x,, x, y EL and z (resp. w) denotes 
Xl 0 ..* @xj (resp. xj+i@ *.. Ox,) then 
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a”+2(zO(X~y-yOx)~w)-a~+1(z~[xy]~w) 
=((l’@(l-r)@lm-+zm+* 
-(1’@6@1”-‘)a”+‘}(z~x@y@w)=O. 
Also a’ E (UL)’ since if xi E L and yj = qxi for i = l,..., m + n then 
= 2 (%,)‘(Yl .-. Ym)(q2))‘bLI+l ... Ym+?J 
It follows that a E ;?“( UL)‘, namely, a = Tu’, and so T is surjective. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.14. Suppose K is a Lie coulgebru. Then the evaluation map 
K + K* * has its image in K*‘, and with its codomuin restricted to K*‘, is a 
Lie coulgebru map. 
ProoJ Suppose (C, w) is a cover of K, and let 1, II/ denote the 
evaluation maps I: K + K** and $:C-+C*‘. Then for CCC, fEK* we 
have (1wc) f= f (oc) = (w*f) c = (tic) o*f = (o*‘$c) f and hence 
~o=o*‘$ and ~KEK *’ Now regard 1 as having its codomain restricted . 
to K*’ Then I is a Lie coalgebra map, since for a E K and f, h E K* we have 
(6*‘1u;(f@h) = (nu)[J h] = (Au) 6*(f@h) = (Ju)((fO h) 6) = 
(f @ h) 6u = ((10 2) 6u)( f @ h) (here 6*’ denotes the Lie comultiplication 
on K*' arising by Proposition 4.10 from the Lie algebra (K*, a*)). Q.E.D. 
5. THE EMBEDDING THEOREM FOR r-BIALGEBRAS 
If A is a r-bialgebra, let < = [, denote the map of A to QrA = A +/y*A 
delined by cu=(l--~)u+y*A (uEA). 
LEMMA 5.1. QrA has a unique Lie coulgebru structure such that (A, I) is 
a cover. 
Proof: We must have, for all a E A, &la) = (5 0 i)( 1 - 7) Au; it remains 
to prove that this gives a well-defined mapping 6, that is, Ker 5 c 
Ker(c@ c)( I - 7) A. We have Ker c = k + Y’A. First k E Ker( 1 - z) A. Next, 
ifxEA+ thenAx~l@x+x@lmodA+@A+ andsoifx,yEA+ then 
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Therefore (5 @ [)( 1 - t) d(xy) = 0. Finally, suppose x E I(A) (and hence 
even) and ia2. We have dy,x=yidx, dx=l@x+x@l+a,@b,+ 
... + a,@ b, where a,, bj are homogeneous. Therefore 
where the sum IS over all (ji ,..., js ‘) withj, + ... +j,=iandwithj,<2ifb, 
(and hence also a,) is odd (in which case yi b, denotes b, and yob, denotes 
1). Each summand is in Ker([ 0 c) except possibly when i = 2 and 
(j, ,..., j,) = (1, 1,0 ,..., 0), in which case the summand equals x0.x E 
Ker(1 -r). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose A is a bigraded r-bialgebra such that A, = k, 
A, = 0 for j # 0 and I,(A) = A,+ ( = xi> 0 A,). Then the restriction of 5 to 
the space PA of primitives of A is injective. 
At characteristic 0 this result is essentially contained in the bigraded ver- 
sion of Proposition 4.17 of [MM]. That proof was extended to the divided 
power case by Andre [An2, pp. 33-341. Andre treats the graded case, but 
the proof extends to the bigraded case stated here (with the second index 
grading by N or E,) without difficulty. We make two further remarks on 
the proof in [An2]. The first part of the proof shows that A is a union of 
finitely generated Hopf r-algebras; but this follows immediately from the 
finiteness theorem for coalgebras [SW, p. 461. Also, on page 34, line 1 of 
[An21 Andre appears to need a hypothesis on ym(ynx), such as (3.1.6) 
(which he omitted from his list of axioms for a r-algebra), since he uses the 
fact that if A is generated as a r-algebra by a single element x of even 
degree then A is spanned by { y,x I n = 0, 1,2 ,... }. 
If A is a r-bialgebra with Z, = A,+ then the graded object associated to 
the descending filtration yA = { y”A}.>,, which we denote Gr, A, satisfies 
the hypothesis of Lemma 5.2. For [ = [, as above, it follows from 
Corollary 3.3 that [y”A c L”UcQ,A, that is, [ gives a map of filtered 
r-bialgebras. Hence we may consider the bigraded Hopf r-algebra map 
Gr 4? Gr,A + Gr, UQ,A associated to c We also write (as for any 
descending filtration) y m A = n, , 0 y”A. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose A is a r-bialgebra with Z,(A) = A,+, and [ is the 
canonical map to the associated Lie coalgebra K = QrA. Then [: A -+ UcK is 
a r-bialgebra map, Ker [= y “A, Im f is dense (in the subspace topology 
induced from TV), 
GrcGr,A-+Gr,UcK 
is an isomorphism of Hopf P-algebras, and Gr, A z BK as Hopf r-algebras 
(via the isomorphism Gr t Gr [, with I as in the dual PBW theorem (4.9)). 
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Proof: We write Gr,A = yiA/yi+ ’ A (= @ j(GryA)ii). It follows from the 
definition of y”A that if i > 1 then GriA E y2Gr,A. Therefore, by 
Lemma 5.2, if 0 # x E P(Gr, A) then the component x1 of x in Gr, A ( = K) 
is nonzero. Pick y E y’A such that y + y2A = x,. Then (Gr [) x, = 0 if and 
only if 0 E L2UcK, that is, if and only if n[y = 0. But a[-y = [v = xi # 0. 
Therefore the restriction to P(Gr,A) of Gr [ is injective, and hence (by 
Proposition B3.9 of [MM] or Lemma 11.0.1 of [SW]) Gr [ is injective. 
Since c is filtration-preserving and L”UcK= 0, we have yCaA E Ker & On 
the other hand, if a E Ker [ and a 4 y “A, then, for some i, a E yiA and 
a$y’+‘A. But then (Gr[)(u+yi+‘A)#O, and so &z$L’+~UCK, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore Ker [= y “A. To show that Gr [ is surjective, we write 
W= L1UcK/L2UcK and suppose 3=f+ L’UCKE W. Then there exists 
UE y’A such that ia= nf, and we have (Gr [)(a+ y2A) =&I+ L2UcK=f 
(since ?(a = la). Therefore WE (Gr [) Gr, A. By Theorem 4.9, 
Gr,UcKg BK under an isomorphism sending W to the canonical copy of 
K in BK. Therefore W generates Gr,UcK as a r-algebra, and so Gr [ is 
surjective. It is easily seen that this surjectivity is equivalent to the stated 
density property. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.4 (The Milnor-Moore-Andre Theorem). Zf the 
r-biulgebru A is connected then i’. A -+ UcQ,A is an isomorphism. 
Proof 1. Write K= QrA. Since A is connected, K, = 0 and UcK is also 
connected. Then the filtrations yA and LUCK are complete and hence 
[MM, p. 2401 Gr [ being an isomorphism implies that [ is an 
isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
Proof 2. Since y”A c C,> n Ai, yEA = 0, and [ is injective. Suppose 
(CA), # (UcK),. Since (by connectivity) (L’YJcK), = 0 if m > n, there is a 
largest m for which there exists b E (L’TJcK), with b $ [A. By the density of 
[A, there exists a E [A n (L”UcK), such that urn = b”. But then b - UE 
(L m + ’ UcK), , a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Given a r-bialgebra A with associated canonical map [: A -+ QrA, we 
write 
P,(A’)= {fEA*If(Ker[)=O}, 
that is, P,(A’) = [*(QrA)*. We henceforth regard [* as a map of (QrA)* 
to P,(A’), that is, we restrict the codomain to the image. 
LEMMA 5.5. PAA’) is a Lie subalgebra of P(A’) (with P,(A’) = P(A”) 
at characteristic 0), and [*: (QrA)* + P,(A’) is u Lie algebra isomorphism. 
Proof If fe P,(A’) then f(ub) =E(u)f(b) +f(u) e(b) for all a, be A 
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since f(k+(A+)2)=0. Therefore ~GA’ and df=s@f+f@s, that is, 
f~ P(A’). Since (A, [) is a cover, <* is an injective Lie algebra map. Q.E.D. 
We now give an interpretation of the map [ in terms of the Lie algebra 
L= P,(,4’) and an evaluation map on part of A’. We let 8: UL + A0 
denote the canonical algebra map with 8qx = x for x E L. Thus 8( UL) is the 
subalgebra of A0 generated by L, and is a sub Hopf algebra of A’. We let 
p: A + (UL)’ denote the map defined by (pa) z = (0~) a for a E A, z E UL. 
Finally, we let I.: K= QrA + K *’ denote the canonical injective Lie 
coalgebra map given by Lemma 4.14. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let A be as in Theorem 5.3. Then for the canonical 
evaluation map p: A --+ (UPJA”))’ (defined above) we have 
p = (Tfy’(uc(i*“))-’ UC(l) c 
Moreover pA is dense in U(P,(A’))* in the finite-open topology, and the 
canonical map 9: UP,(A’) --f A0 is injective. 
Proof: We write QrA = K, P,(A’) = L= K*. We want to show that 
Uc([*‘) qp = UC(~) [. Note that the image of each side is in Uc(K*‘). Sup- 
pose a E A and wI ,..., w, E K*. Then 
(Uc(c*O)qiapa)“(w,@ ... @~,)=(?pa)~(c*w~@ .f. @[*w,) 
=p4(vi*wl)..* (?i*w,))=e((?r*w,)... (vZ*w,)) a 
= ((<*WI 1 * “.* ([*w,))a=(c*w,@ ... @[*~,)d,-~a 
=((O”M)~.-,~)(w,O ... Ow,) 
= (UC(~) [a)n(w, @ ... 0 w,) 
as desired. Next, to show that pA is dense in (UL)* it suffices to show that 
if 0 #ZIZ UL then there exists a E A such that (pa) z #O; since 
(pa) z = (6~) a, this will also show that 8 is injective. Taking a basis of stan- 
dard monomials of UL we may write z = y + LT (LT denotes lower terms) 
where 
Y= c %,,...,e”(vl)e’ . . . bA’” 
e,+ .” +e.=r 
with x1 ,..., x, linearly independent in L = K*. Since fly= r Ker xi has finite 
codimension in K, there exist vr,..., V,E K such that xiui= 6, (i, j= l,..., n). 
Suppose for some (ml ,..., m,), with m, + ... + m, = t, that ~1, ,,,, 2m, = tl #O. 
By the density in Theorem 5.3, there exists a~ A such that ([a)‘= 0 for 
i<t-1 and 
(Cal’= (Y,,~I). -.. f (Ym,hJ 
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Then with xi = 5*wi we have, as above, 
(pa) z = (pa)(y + LT) = (?~a)’ C a,,,...,J 0” x1 163 . . . 
@(@‘“w,J +LT” 
) 
=(Ue(~)~u)f(~a.,...,4(~e~w1)~ ... @(@‘nw.))+O 
= 
( 
Cae,,...,,W%)@ ... @UWwJ UY,,~ .f. 
) 
. (y,.b)) = a 
since ( Bei wi)(y,ui) = 6,. Q.E.D. 
Note that if QrA is infinite dimensional then UC(~) need not be surjec- 
tive. Thus the image of 1 is dense in a space which can correspond to a 
proper subspace of iY(P,(A’))‘. In this sense [ gives more information than 
p does. 
COROLLARY 5.7. {u E A 1 the subalgebra of A0 generated by P,(A’) 
annihilates a} = Ker p = y “A. 
We recall [SW] that an algebra B is called proper if B” separates points 
of B, or equivalently, if the intersection of all cotinite ideals of B is 0. 
COROLLARY 5.8. For any vector space V, TcV (and hence any subalgebra 
of TcV) is a proper algebra. In particular, if A is as above and y”A = 0 then 
A is a proper algebra. 
ProoJ: y “Tc V = 0, and so the result for Tc V follows from Corollary 5.7. 
Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX: CHARACTERISTIC 2 WITH ODD ELEMENTS PRESENT 
Throughout this appendix we assume that the characteristic is 2. We 
modify several of the definitions of Section 4 in order that the results of 
481/96/l-20 
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Sections 4 and 5 remain valid when nonzero elements of odd degree are 
allowed. 
For any vector space W we write 
(WQ W)‘= WQ W/(l+r) W@ w 
and define a linear map g = (T,+, of W@ W to (WO W)’ by setting, for 
UE W,, WE W,, a(v@w)=O unless i= j is odd, in which case 
o(o~w)=u@w+(l +t) WQ w. 
If cp: V-t W is linear then there corresponds to o(cp @ cp) a linear map, 
which we denote by (cp 0 cp)‘, of (V@ V)’ to (WC4 W)‘. If C is a coalgebra 
then Ct-’ has, aside from 6 = (1 + r) d, an extra operation which we call 
p = pc, given by pc = ad: C + (CO C)‘. We now define a Lie coalgebra (in 
the new sense) to be a vector space K with linear maps 6: K -+ KQ K and 
p = pLK: K + (KO K)’ such that there is a cover (C, o), that is, a coalgebra 
C and surjective linear map o: C --) K satisfying 6w = (o @ o)( 1 + t) A (as 
before) and 
~K~=(~@~)‘/k’ (=a(oQo) A.). 
Note that pK,, = 0 unless n = 2i for odd i. We also require Lie coalgebra 
maps to respect not only 6 but also p, that is, if cp: K+ M then 6,(p = 
(cpQcp)JK and PMM(P=(vPO(P)‘PK. 
We modify the definition of the Lie property of a E TcK by requiring, in 
addition to 6~’ = (1 + z) a2, that pa’ = au2. Also we add to the definition of 
u E TcK being Lie-symmetric the condition that 
for 0 < j < n - 1 and n 2 1. We call a E Tc V symmetric if it is Lie-symmetric 
when 6 and p are taken to be 0, that is, we require, for n 2 2, in addition to 
the usual condition for symmetry, that u” satisfy (a@ lne2) u”=O (or 
equivalently (1’000 InPi-* )un=O for O,<j<n--2). Thus if n=2 the 
former notion of symmetry required that a* E Ker( 1 + z) while the new 
notion also requires U&E Im( 1 + r) for all odd i. Note that Im( 1 + r) G 
Ker( I+ r). The new requirement thus says that a& has no nonzero diagonal 
term CL(X @ x). 
Similarly, we modify the definition of cocommutativity of a coalgebra C 
to require for all c E C that in addition to AC E Ker( 1 + z) we have Aczi E 
Im( 1+ r) (and thus Aczi has no diagonal term) for all odd i. Finally, in the 
definition of an abelian Lie coalgebra [V] we require that p = 0 (as well as 
S=O). 
The notion of a Lie coalgebra under the old definition can be included 
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under the new definition by doubling degrees, and similarly for the other 
modified concepts. (Thus in modifying the definitions we lose no generality, 
and avoid words such as “strictly” and “adjusted.“) 
With our modified definitions, all the results of Section 4 through 
Theorem 4.9 and of Section 5 through Corollary 5.4 go through as stated, 
with minor additions to the proofs. We give one sample of the change 
required, leaving the rest of the modifications of the proofs to the reader. In 
the proof of Proposition 4.1, we wish to show that CpD c UcK, that is, 
assuming that cp respects ,u, we must show that elements of CpD have the 
Lie property. We have 
which gives the result. 
We now comment on the relationship between Lie algebras and Lie 
coalgebras in our new sense, extending the remaining parts of Sections 4 
and 5 to the present case. In [Sj] Sjiidin defines an adjusted Lie algebra to 
be a Lie algebra L with an extra operation K, defined on U iodd Li and 
sending Li to Lzi, for which there is an envelope (A, 0) of L such that 
&cx = (Ox)’ for all XE Li and all odd i. He then defines the adjusted 
enveloping algebra of L, obtained by adjoining to the usual relations on 
TL the relations x2 - KX (x E Li, i odd). This algebra he denotes by WL, 
but it will be denoted here by UL. 
Now if K is a Lie coalgebra (in our new sense) then it can be proved that 
K* is an adjusted Lie algebra, with KX = (X 0 x)’ p. In the other direction, 
if L is adjusted and UL is its adjusted enveloping algebra, with canonical 
injection denoted by q, then again we take Lo= q*(( UL)‘). With these 
changes it can be proved that the rest of Sections 4 and 5 goes through; in 
particular, Lo is a Lie coalgebra (in the new sense) and Uc(L’)z (UL)’ as 
Hopf algebras, for L an adjusted Lie algebra. 
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